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A DDTFERENCE BETWEEN

MINIMAL AND ORDINARY FINE TOPOLOGY

IN FUNCTION THEORY

J. S. HWANG1

ABSTRACT. After Choquet (see Brelot and Doob [6, p. 404]), we recently

have presented an alternative answer of Doob's problem [8] by showing that

there is a Blaschke product B having the minimal fine cluster value 0 and

the angular limit 1 at oo. In our construction, the zeros of B lie on both the

first and fourth quadrant. Naturally, we may ask if a product having the same

property, but having zeros which lie on only one quadrant, can be constructed.

We show that the answer to this question is no for the minimal fine topology,

but yes for the ordinary one. There is a significant difference between these

two topologies in function theory.

1. Introduction. Let 77 = {z : Re > 0} be the right half-plane and let dH be

the boundary of 77. Then the Martin boundary [16] is simply the union dH U {oo}.

Throughout this paper, we shall be devoted to the study of thin set at oo. Following

Brelot [2], we say that a set S C 77 is ordinarily thin at oo if and only if there is a

positive superharmonic function u(z) in some neighborhood of oo such that

u(oo) < oo    and      lim  u(z) = oo,    where z £ S.
z—*oo

Also following Brelot [5] or Lelong [15], we say that a set S C 77 is minimally thin

at oo if and only if the reduced function

Rx(z) ^ x,    wherez = x -j- iy in77.

The basic properties of these two topologies can be found in Brelot [5]. With

respect to these two topologies, we say that (see Brelot and Doob [6]) a function f(z)

has an ordinary (or minimal) fine cluster value v at oo, if there is a set S C 77 which

is not ordinarily (or minimally) thin at oo such that limi_>00 f(z) = v, where 2 £ S.

As usual (see Collingwood and Lohwater [7, p. 73]), a function / has an angular

cluster value v at oo, if there is a Stolz angle of the form

Ae = {z: \axgz\ <n/2 — e, 0 < o < \z\ < oo}

and a sequence of points Pn £ Ac such that

Um Pn = oo   and     lim f(Pn) = v.
n—»oo n—»oo
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We say that / has angular limit v if the above two equalities hold for any sequence

of points in Ae.

In [8], Doob proved that if / is a function normal in a disk in the sense of

Lehto and Virtanen [14], then every angular cluster value at a boundary point is

also a minimal fine cluster value at the point. He then asked whether or not the

converse of this theorem is true. Recently, we have answered this question in the

negative sense [12]. In fact, we have constructed a Blaschke product B which has

the minimal fine cluster value 0 and the angular limit 1 at oo.

In our construction, the zeros of B he on both the first and fourth quadrant.

Naturally we may ask if a product having the same property, but having zeros

which he on only one quadrant, can be constructed. We claim that the answer to

this question is no for minimal fine topology, but yes for the ordinary one. There is

a significant difference between these two topologies in function theory. Of course,

in potential theory the difference between these two topologies has been studied by

many authors. (See, for instance, Brelot [3, 4], Lelong [15], Nairn [17], Jackson [13],

Essén and Jackson [9, 10].)

Recall that a Blaschke product B(z, {zn}) associated with a sequence {zn} is

denned by (see Hille [11, p. 457])

di     B^H-jr^, — EîagF<«

With the help of the above notions, we are now able to describe a difference

between minimal and ordinary fine topology as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let B(z, {zn}) be the Blaschke product defined as in (1). If the

sequence {zn} lies in the first quadrant and lim^^oo B(x, {zn}) = v ^ 0, then the

value 0 is not a minimal fine cluster value ofB atoo.

THEOREM 2. There does exist a sequence {zn} lying in the first quadrant such

that the associated Blaschke product satisfies ]3iax-too B(x, {zn}) = v ^ 0 and the

value 0 is an ordinary fine cluster value ofB atoo.

2. Minimal thin sets. Following Lelong-Ferrand [15], we let X5 be the fundamen-

tal distribution of a bounded set S C 77 such that the Green potential

C I 1     — I
a S I I W ~t- Z I

(2) Rx (z) =        log —!— d\s(w) = x,    q.e. for z = x + iy £ S,
JdS \W — Z\

and define the Green energy of Xg by

(3) 7(5)= /   RSx(z)dXs(z).
Jas

We say that a set E C 77 is minimally thin at 00 iff

CO

(4) £ 2-2n7(£n) < 00,

n=l

where En = E D {z: 2n < \z\ < 2n+1}.

To prove Theorem 1, we shall need the following result which was suggested and

proved by the Referee:
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Lemma 1.  LetB(z) = B(z, {zn}) be as in (1). If the sequence {zn} satisfies

oo

(5) ^2 x„|zn|—* < oo,    where xn = Rezn,

n=l

then for each t, 0 < e < 1, the set S = {z: \B(z)\ < e} is minimally thin at oo, so

that the value 0 is not a minimal fine cluster value ofB atoo.

PROOF.  Let du be the measure with point masses at the zeros of B, then

(6)

and

m Re

on En = S n {z: 2n < |z| < 2n+1}.

Let Re = x and Re Ç = £, then the Green function

(8) g(z, c) = log
z + í

= ¿log 1 +
4xf

k-?l2J
< 2xj

l*-íla

Clearly, for 2n < \z\ < 2n+1 and \ç\ > 2n+2, we have

(9)
t < <

1    £

l*-fla -(lfl-W)(kl(i-l*/fl))-2»k|-
It follows from (5), (8), and (9) that there is an integer N = N(e) such that n> N

implies

(10)

(2"+1/log;)/| 9{z,c)dv(c)
\        I       ey7|c|>2«+»

V /        e/   7|c|>2»+3 |f|

By the same argument, we have for 2n < |2| < 2n+1 and |f | < 2n6, where

0 < S = 6(e) is sufficiently small,

(11)

(2"+1/logi)/ g(z,c)dv(c)
V / €/7|c|<2»i

< fö /log i V* [ A «Mf ) < - •

Combining (6), (7), (10), and (11), we obtain

(12) x<(2"+2/logi)/ ff(*,f)<Mí).

Now, let \e„ be the fundamental distribution of the set En. Then by (2), (3),

and (12), we find that

TCE„) - /     xd\En < (2n+2 /log-)f \f     g(z,ç)dXi
JdEn \ I eJJ2»6<\(\<2"+*\_JdEn

<(2n+2/\og-)[ idv(c).

du(c)
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This together with (5) yields that

f) 2~2n1(En) < fie/logi) f;  / ^-du(ç) < oo.
n=N V     / eJn=NJ*n<><\(\<2»+3   kl

Hence the set S is minimally thin at oo due to (4).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. In view of (1), we write B(z) = B(z, {zn}) and denote

the argument of its factors by

(13) en(x) = BTg^^~^,        n=l,2,....
Zn   i   X Zn

Then we have
oo

(14) <Kx) = argß(x) = £ 0n(x).
n=l

We shall prove that the series on the right-hand side of (14) converges absolutely

and uniformly. For this, we let zn = xn + iyn, (zn — x)zn = \(zn — x)zn\eta, and

(zn -f- x)zn = \(zn -\- x)zn|e*". Then by a simple computation we obtain

,15) -«W-^-^Sp^+i-

Since all zn he on the first quadrant, i.e. xn > 0, yn > 0, it follows from (15) that

all On{x) > 0. This together with the hypothesis B(x) —► v, as x —► oo, concludes

the absolute convergence of (14).

To prove the uniform convergence of (14), we shall need a theorem of Lindelöf

[7, Theorem 2.3] which shows us that the radial limit v of B is also the angular

limit of B at oo. Since v ^ 0, it follows that this sequence {zn} tends to infinity

tangentially. This in turn implies that for some o > 0 and some integer N > 0,

yn > axn,        n = N,N + l, ....

We then obtain the following two inequalities:

x/l + o2

(16) |(*n-x)(zn + x)| <        2       '

(17) ^>_^,        n = N,N + l,....

Owing to (15) and (16), we conclude the uniform convergence of the series in

(14). It then follows from Fatou's lemma that

oo oo

arg v = lim <p(x) = lim  V^ 0n(x) > V]  lim 0n(x)
i—»oo x—>oo •^-^ "   ^-^ X—»oo

(18) oo _ n=1oo    „ n=1

E.   — 1 ¿XnVn  v.    V^  2a;nî/n

n=l lZ"l n=l    lZnl

Combining (17) and (18), we obtain

Ein    . \/1 + q2 v» 2xnyn
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This shows that the condition of Lemma 1 is true and therefore the value 0 cannot

be a minimal fine cluster value of B at oo.

4. Ordinary thin sets. To prove Theorem 2, we shall need the following Wiener

criterion [18] of thin sets in the ordinary sense (see Brelot [2, p. 325] and Essén and

Jackson [9, Theorem 7]):

LEMMA 2. Let {zn} be a sequence of points satisfying cn < \zn\ < cn+1, for

n = 1,2,..., and let Dn = {z: \z — zn\ < rn}- Then the union S = IJ^Li A» "
thin atO or oo depending one < 1 or c > 1 respectively, if and only if

oo

(19) £ »{logd^lAn)}-1  < 00.
n=l

5. Hyperbolic metric. To prove Theorem 2, we shall also need the notion of

hyperbolic metric. As usual (see Rule [11, p. 241]), the hyperbolic metric between

two points z, w £ 77 is defined by

1 \z -I- w\ -I- \z — w\
(20) d(z, w = | log IT    y\-=}.

2 p-f-wl — \z — vj\

Since the hyperbolic metric is conformally invariant and a bounded function is

normal, by a result of Bagemihl and Seidel [1, Lemma 1], we immediately obtain

the following:

LEMMA 3. Iff(z) is a function bounded and analytic in 77 and if{zn} and {wn}

are two sequences of points in H for which d(zn, wn) —► 0, as n —► oo, then the

existence of one limit, say limn-n» f(zn) = c, implies the other limn-n» f(wn) = c.

6. Proof of Theorem 2.  For simplicity, we choose

zn = l-r- i2n   and   rn = 2~n,        n = 1,2, ....

We shall first prove that the set S = U^Li A-„(2n)> is not ordinarily thin at oo.

In view of (19), we have
oo oo

n=l n=l °

It follows from Lemma 2 that the set S is not ordinarily thin at oo.

Next, we shall show that

(21) lim B(z) = 0,    where z£S.
Z—+00

To prove (21), we let wn be an arbitrary point in DTn(zn). Then clearly we

have \zn — wn\ < 2~n and \zn + t"n| > 1. It follows easily from (20) that

linin-Kx, a\zn, wn) = 0. Since the product B is analytic and bounded by one in 77,

by Lemma 3 we conclude the assertion (21) so that the value 0 is an ordinary fine

cluster value of B at oo.

Finally, it is easy to show that

lim B(x) = v^0,    where x > 0.
x—too

This completes the proof.

7. Remark. In Theorem 2, we may ask whether there can be constructed a

Blaschke product for which the limit v has absolute value less than one. It was

answered by the Referee that such a construction is impossible.
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